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Knight Club held their
semester show on leeember and
Stiteler Audit wium in Muiphy Flail It
then first show on the auditoriums new stagŁ..
Pieviously the group performed right on the
ground he stage was an added bonus in that
audienee meinheis in the hack could see the
dancers better especially when choreography
had dancers down on the floor
Fhe dancers began the hard work of
rehearsing for their show back in September
when they started off with hours of condition
ing along with hour long weekly practices
learning the routines that they would perform
in front of their family and fliends even
President Dr Jerry Greiner had front-row
seat for Sunday performance
Member Kristin Schweiier said lriday
was incredible packed We didn exactly sell
out of tickets hut people snuck into the recital
to watch us Its quite flattering
Knight Club was created four yeais igo
and has grown to over 90 members Ins
semesters shos featured 25 performances
ranging froni classical ballet and tap to mod-
em jai/ hip-hop and even salsa group The
fly KRISTEN RILEY
Edior-in-Chie/
At this time of year it seems
that everyone is busy decking the
halls ith isiom of sugarplums
dancing in their heads Festive
greenery and light displays
accent Glenside local shops
boast the best holiday sales and
merry displays have even found
their way around Arcadias cam
pus Theres no question about it
its certainly Christmas time
But as members of the
University community are help
ing to spread Christmas cheer
one only needs to open his or her
eyes to find that there are many
others celebrating for very differ
ent reasons
The winter season brings
score of holidays besides
Christmas there is Hankukah and
Kwanaa Yule and Three Kings
Day Depending on ethnic and
religious backgrounds family
traditions and personal choices
one or more holidays may be cel
ebrated
Ive celebrated hree Kings
Day my entire life Its family
and cultural tradition said sen
ior mie ionialei Three Kings
Day or El Dia de los fres Reyes
Magos is celebrated in Latin
countries all over thc woild It
commemorates the journey of the
three Wise Men to bring gifts to
the King baby Jesus
Three Kings Day is held on
Jan In Spanish tradition the
Wise Men deliver gifts to chil
dren who leave water and hay for
the Wise Mens camels under
their bed or tree the night before
Gonialei has fond memories of
finding his hay replaced with
presents
The holiday helps inc to
remember and stay connected to
ast weeks Frost lest was
anything but frosty the
evenings musicians heated up the
night just before the end of the
semesters mandatory quiet
my Puerto Rican roots he said
lor Jess Mason an
Apartment Assistant in Oak
Summit there are two reasons to
celebrate this season Kwanzaa
from Dee 26 to Jan and Yule
on Dee 21 started celebrating
hours began right up until the
last minute The performances
were perfect day to end
Arcadis first snow day of the
season
Kwaniaa out ot respect and love
for my community said Mason
celebrate Yule as way to give
praise to the Earth and the
Creator
Please see HOLIDAYS page 12
with two bands perbrming the
event this year was coordinated
by SPB coffeehouse chair auren
Fragcr even though the did
admit there was no coffee This
tinseled event in the Chat is
meant to last right up until quiet
hours begin for finals studying
New Yorker Doug Ray start
ed off the evening unexpectedly
solo the rest of his Toothpick
band members couldnt make it
due to the snow But there was no
need to wormy Rays excellent
stage presence helped him cover
for the lack of hand
his jokes kept the audience
laughing too At one point during
his perforniance he even rang his
mother to kid that he was moving
to Japan or Australia while put
ting the poor woman on speaker
phone All jokes aside Ray wont
be leaving the states any time
soon With an upcoming record
hes put together solo and an
exploration of old school rap
with pal Rich Cromn Ray has
lot to look forward to
inpulse followed Ray and
Please see FROST page
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Ballet was one of many dances at the Knight Clubs end of semester shows
Iiii 1111
men and women of the club balance hoth Each of the performances had the crowd
beauty and sexuality wonderfully iii each pci- cheering clapping hollering for their friends
formance
Please see KNICH CLUB pag
titik LI
Frost Fest heats up the night
By SANDYHYA MORAES
Stat Writer
Frost Fest is Student
Programming lloard SPB event
that is in its junior year Usually
Kat Harbord/The Tower
Inpulse was one of two bands that played at Fridays
Frost Fest
Tuesdav December 13 2005
few weeks ago Black Friday brought out
in American citizens that which our country
should be most ashamed of greed While there
were hundreds of thousands of polite friendly
and sane shoppers that took to the malls for
advantageous sales these were unfortunately not
the individuals that made the mghtl ness
woman in Wisconsin was followed home
from Walmart and held up at gunpoint for video
game system In Michigan the rush to stampede
another store left many people trampled and con
sequently hospitalized Although Christmas has
largely become commercial holiday do we still
The Tower staff may be comprised of scant
few editors handfld of reporters and even
fewer photographers but one would be hard-
pressed to find group of this size with more
devotion and enthusiasm
We have never claimed to run flawless
paper while this is always goal in mind the
reality of perfect press is reserved solely
for
perfect world We do claim however to run
good paper publication full of fact and opin
ions insight and reflection wit and we hope
charm
need to lose the spirit of the season
This holiday whether you are celebrating
Christmas Hannukah Yule or another keep in
mind the spirit of the season Remember your
loved ones Have hope hope for the future but
more importantly hope for the present And take
into consideration those less fortunate than your
self Volunteer at soup kitchen donate an item
to the homeless or simply keep these people in
your thoughts
The holidays are time to give thanks and
remember what is truly important can guaran
tee you wont find the answer in an Xbox 360
us too We make mistakes but we do not make
up facts We run typos but we still know how to
spell
Alternate news brings
worldly views
By RYAN LOVETT
News Editor
It is difficult to be full time college student and stay informed
about the happenings around the world Many college students find it
easiest to gather their news off of the internet
but the old standbys of
AOL Yahoo and CNN do not always provide the most complete reflec
tion of the truly newsworthy To get to more substantive news college
students can turn to the wealth of alternative news sources the
internet
has to offer
Alternet.org is project of the non-profit Independent
Media
Institute and was designed to help foster truly independent news cover
age Alternet.org includes typical news articles posts by bloggers
fea
tured columnists as well as specialized coverage on issues like
the envi
ronment the war in Iraq and popular culture
For local alternative news the Philadelphia Independent Media
Center at Phillyimc.org is particularly useful The Philly IMC works
much like Alternet.org but on less centrist and more left-leaning scale
There is global and national coverage on Phillyimc.org
hut the local
news is the sites biggest draw It is on this site that college students can
find out about Philadelphia area events and happenings as well as local
news coverage that goes beyond the superficial ii p.m network news
Disinformation.com or Disinfo.com is perhaps the most popular
alternative news source on the internet Another left-leaning site
Disinfo.com purports itself as gateway to the underground
but see
ing how it has marketed itself into mass media powerhouse that catch-
phrase might be little too generous Never the less Disinfo.com
is an
easily navigable site with an extensive amount of information
Being informed about the news in an independent way can be dif
ficult the internet has many crack websites for every good one but
with little searching and critical eye alternative news sources are
abundantly available Altemet.org Phillyimc.org and Disinfo.corn are
great places to start that search
The Tower NEWS
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season of tove hope and charity
By KRISTEN RILEY
Our staff may be smaLl but we work hard
By KRISTEN RILEY
The Tower is not job it is choice Every
member of our staff juggles their work for the
newspaper with their work for academics Many
have outside jobs and most are involved with
various other clubs and organizations
We welcome both praise and criticism of our
publication We strive to improve and with each
issue we like to think that we do Just remember
we are college students in charge of college
We are proud of The lhwer and we know paper and mistakes are inevitable In way
that much of the Arcadia community is proud of think its part of our charm
Tuesday December 13 2005
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Protestors rally and set Paris suburbs ablaze
legitimate citizens because they
were born in France
Unemployment rates are as high
as 30 to 40 percent in some areas
and are even higher amongst
young people
The banlieues or suburbs
are evidence of Frances failure to
integrate large percentages of
their Muslim and African popula
tion into their society even
Two days in perpetrators
began to move on from simply
torehing vehicles and turned
their attention towards schools
churches daycare centers buses
post offices cultural centers and
shopping centers National gov
ernment and community leaders
were forced into action but were
unable to settle on clear solu
tion
The tough-talking Sarkozy
blamed the trouble on riffraff
and scum as well as years of
Socialist governments neglecting
the problem Many even those
within his own government criti
cized him for taking this
approach Prime Minister
Dominique de Villepin arranged
meetings with the families of the
victims and called for calm
which resonated for all sides of
the political spectrum
Mediators and religious lead-
ers did their part by talking to the
youths in an effort to stop the vio
lence French Muslim groups
also issued fatwa against the
violence and ihe Union of
French Islamic Organizations
UOIF condemned the disorder
and destruction the riots had
caused
Embassys as well as the
Russian German Dutch
Austrian Japanese Slovakian
Taiwanese and Hungarian gov
ernments felt compelled to issue
warnings to visitors warning
them to be aware of the situa
tion avoid areas where riots have
occurred move quickly away
from any demonstrations they
may encounter and exercise par-
As violence extended to
tourist areas and the costs of not
iig c3se tue th mllions the
government felt pressure to take
more action ftc dilemmas they
thced how much of an iron fist to
use and how much aid to prom
ise to poor neighborhoods with
out looking like they were
rewarding the rioters The cur
rent government vowed to
improve educational programs
give more money to community
association and more power to
local mayors
By Tuesday November 8th
226 towns had been hit and 3460
cars destroyed by fire prompting
the government to allow towns to
impose curfews By this time 11
days after violence commenced
people who had once participated
in demonstrations against the
senseless death of the teens were
now involved in the fight against
the violence that followed No
one likes the police presence but
they are even more against the
destruction of their already dilap
idated towns
Rioting decreased after the
ministers reactivated law first
drawn up half century ago
during the Algerian
Revolutionary War permitting
authorities to impose curfews
when and where they feel its nec
essary This is dramatic step
which helped combat the rioting
but may also have drastic affect
on life in the affected communi
ties
According to Sociologist
Oliver Roy In New Orleans all
the European public opinions
were talking about the failure of
the American dream When the
bombing happened in London
everybody was talking about the
failure of the British model of
multiculturalism The west now
is experiencing crisis of the dif
ferent models of integration
either integration of immigrants
or the integration of the under
class
Maria Afan senior at St
Marys College in Moraga
California said just spent
semester abroad in Paris about
months ago There were always
lot of demonstrations about all
sorts of things and experienced
the prejudice and discrimination
first-hand but never thought it
would get this out of hand feel
so lucky to not be there right now
and am glad that never even had
to worry about my car
Law EnforcementAgencies armed with Patriot Act II
By Sandi Hewitt
Staff Writer
It is important that law enforcement have
appropriate tools at their disposal to com
bat terrorists
-Senator Arlen Specter R-PA
Congressional Record 10/25/01
On September Il 2001 nations all
over the world changed No change is
more apparent than in the United Stated
where the 9/Il terrorist attacks took place
For many reasons law enforcement did
not have in place the tools necessary to
prevent or combat such attacks
In October of 2001 the midst of great
sadness and many heated moments con
troversial and significant bill Uniting and
Strengthening America by Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept
and Obstruct Terrorism Act USA PATRI
OTAct of 2001 commonly referred to as
the Patriot Act was signed into law by
President George Bush
The Acts purpose is to strengthen the
authority of U.S law enforcement agen
cies in fighting terrorist actions in the
United States and abroad At an Ohio State
Highway Patrol Academy meeting in June
2005 the President praised the Acts effi
cacy and efficiency over the past three-
and-a-half years Americas law enforce
ment and intelligence personnel have
proved that the Patriot Act works that it
was an important piece of legislation
President Bush went on to say federal
state and local law enforcement have used
the Patriot Act to break up terrorist cells in
New York Oregon Virginia and Florida
Despite the positives cited by the
President Americans concerned the law
erodes civil liberties and grants too much
power to the government have met the
Patriot Act with criticism The Act is feder
ally approved to enact statutory laws in the
United States yet it was passed with virtu
ally no public hearing debate or commit
tee report The lack of public knowledge
about the Patriot Act sparked debates
nationwide
On the heels of the Patriot Act comes
another bill aimed at improving the United
States ability to prevent and respond to
terrorism the Domestic Security
Enhancement Act of 2003 known as
Patriot Act II This addendum further
fueled controversy amongst civil rights
activists because the final bill was decided
upon in closed session between House
and Senate members-the public has no
access to those debates
In short survey my question to
roughly 50 Arcadia University students
was Do you know what the Patriot Act II
is The majority of students knew the
title but most had very little knowledge of
what the Patriot Act or Patriot Act II actu
ally legislate few students Linda for
example had opinions on the laws feel
the Patriot Act takes away part of our free
dom Over half of the respondents how
ever were uninformed and generally
unconcerned about the Patriot Acts and
11
The feedback garnered from this small
sample is reflective of 2005 USA
Today/CNN Gallop poll wherein 41% of
surveyed adults responded that they had
little or no familiarity with the Patriot Act
Although the public response to the
two Patriot Acts has been mixed President
Bush and the Department of Justice are
lauding the Acts as useful tools in prevent
ing and responding to terrorism Civil
rights activists however continue to take
issue with the way in which the Act was
passed-with little or no national discourse
and the powers which it grants to the exec
utive branch of the government
The show of aggression on our nation
was cleverly planned and carried out
although many law enforcement agencies
exist It is vital that these agencies have the
ability to fight terrorism It is also vital
however that appropriate credible in for
mation is shared with the American public
when bill like the Patriot Act is legislat
ed Citizens of the United States deserve to
know what steps the government is taking
to protect them-both from terrorism and
from encroachments upon civil rights
By Kristian Glover
Staff Writer
though many of the families ticular caution during evening
have been present for two or nighttime hours
three generations President Jacques Chirac
At first the violence was vowed to crack down on perpe
relegated to Clichy-sous-Bois trators In statement he gave
and was kept to minimum to the nation after emerging
Most banlieue inhabitants just from an emergency meeting
held demonstrations and with the top members of his
marched through the streets of Cabinet he said he absolute
Clichy-sous-Bois wearing white priority is to reestablish security
t-shirts bearing the slogan Mort and public order The law
Parisians file past burned out car dur
Pour Rien or Death for No
ing peace demonstration
should have the final say and
the republic is determined to be
stronger than those who want
spread violence and fear Those
people will be apprehended
judged and punished
On the night of November
5th as many as 1400 cars were
burned and the police made about
300 arrests Residents began to
become fearful of the situation
One French Shopkeeper said
Were at war We need to send
for the Army There is no other
solution
Would you like to try our
new specialty car en flambde
No this isnt new French delica
cy but if you happen to be parked
in one of the poorer suburbs in
France your car was likely to be
set on fire This is just part of
what has been going on in France
since October 27th
On that evening in the
Parisian suburb of Clichy-sous
Bois two teenagers of North
African decent Banou 15 and
Ziad 17 died of electrocution
after scaling the wall of an elec
trical relay station and falling
against transformer The boys
had been fleeing police identity
check at ivry-Gargan and
planned to hide from the police
Francois Molins public Reason
prosecutor for the Seine-Saint
Denis district the French police
and Interior Minister Nicolas
Sarkozy maintain that the boys
had not been physically pur
sued by the police prelimi
nary investigation has found this
to be true but residents still
blame the deaths on
the police believing But by Saturday November
that the boys would 4th the riots had spread into as
have no other reason
many as 20 communities
to run unless they
including Paris Until then no
were actually being
major cities had been affected
chased On that night as many as 13Was it this sin-
cars nere set eblaie iu Paris
gled event sparked some in the center of the city
the riots that spread
near Place de La Republique
across the country Violence even reached as far
for more than
south as the Mediterranean
weeks or was it just
resort towns of Cannes and
the last straw
cnncom/The Tower Nice as far north as Belgium
Officially the French PM Dominique de Villepin right and nterior and as far as Strasburg town
French state doesnt Minister Nicolas Sarkozy discuss the unrest on the French-German border
recognize minorities After 10 days of violence total
only citizens of France all of
of 900 cars had been emblazoned
them equal under the law This 193 young adults detained and
law has caused many of the chil- several firefighters and police
dren of French immigrants to live
officers had been injured
in poverty even though they are The U.S and British
whitehouse.gov/The Tower
The Patriot Act closed dangerous gaps in
Americas law enforcement and intelligence capa
bilities gaps the terrorists exploited when they
attacked us on September the 11th
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ence members encir
cling the stage on three
sides so that if one went
to see Picasso ever
night each night they
could watch it from
different angle
The cast fet
many familiar faces to
the Arcadia stage along
with quite few fresh
faces New to the
Arcadia stage were
Rachel Barclay as
Schmendiman thc
kooky yet overly-hyper
and eccentric inventor
who also strives to
change the world
Maren Masino as Sagot
the capitalist who buys
up paintings and then
resells them for double
the price and finally
Marc Lombardo as the
womanizing painter
Picasso Lombardo has previous- stage
included the wonderful
ly worked tech for Arcadias
Lydia Andrien as Suzanne and
shows but Picasso was his first Jessica Evans
Female Admirer
time on stage with Arcadia He both
of whom where in last years
has proven to be an acting force
production of Once on this
to be reckoned with He and Matt Island
Other returnees were the
Ross were the perfect comic pair very fimny
Richard Blagrave as
and their performances were Gaston
the perky and equally
nothing short of captivating
comical Nicole Brousseau as the
The veterans of the Arcadia Countess
and the sharp and witty
Shawn Slaven as Freddy
all of whom were in last
semesters production of
Shakespeares comedy
of Errors And three
veterans of the Chat
show The Actor.s
Nightmare returned to
work together Amanda
Darniun who had prei
ously portrayed Meg
was now seen as
Germaine Ross who
had starred in The
Actor Nightmare as
George gave wonder
ful performance as
Albert Einstein while
____________
the always entertaining
Charles lllingworth
Kat Harbord/The Tower rounded out the
trio as
From top left Shawn Slaven Amanda Damron
Marc LombardO the time-traveling visitor
Matt Ross Nicole BrousseaU Richard Blagrave
Rachel Barclay who greatly resembled
and Charles Illingworth attempt to come up
with word that Elvis right down to his
makes you smile in scene from Picasso
at the Lapine Agile blue suede shoes
Knight Club dances up storm
Theatrical Review of
Picasso at the Lapine Agile
By KAT HARBORD
Photography Editor
During the first weekend of
December the Arcadia Theater
Department was proud to present
its first Chat show of the year
Steve Martins Picavso at the
Lupine Agile The show is set
in
the bar Lapine Agile during turn-
of-the-century Paris revolving
around the meeting of young
Pablo Picasso and Albert
Einstein along with many other
wild characters including timc
traveling visitor from Memphis
Tennessee Picasso and Einstein
meet while they are in the process
of creating their famous works
Picassos Eec Demoiselles
dAvignofl and Einsteins Theory
of Relativity
Brilliantly staged and direct
ed by newcommer Neill Hartley
the show was huge success with
many if not all of the seats
occupied each night by students
friends and families of the actors
The closing performance of the
show boasted extra make-shift-
seating audience members were
balancing chairs on top of tables
to view the show Like the previ
ous Chat show Women and
Wallace the stage was the middle
level of the Chat with the audi-
Kat Harbord/Tiie Tower
Suzanne Lydia Adrien offers to
sell her portrait when Picasso Marc
Lombardo fails to remember her
hv
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By GINA MERLINO
SEa/f Writer
Us that time of year again
We get our trees go shopping for
gifts and max out our credit cards
and prepare for the most magical
time of year Without doubt
Christmas is the biggest and most
expensive holiday there is We
celebrate it with friends and fam
ily Some of us go over to rela
tives homes while others cele
brate Christmas in their own
homes We decorate our trees
with our fami __________
ly and listen to
Christmas cai
ols There is
also quality
time spent
ii
Christmas sto
ries and doing
fun activities
with friends
and family
Some of us
wake up early
while others
sleep thi ough
the cold
But along
side these
common holiday activities some
celebrate moi unique traditions
Scott Richards has special tradi
ton in hi tämil We go ocr to
my grandmothers house and start
oft dinner with this soup Inside
the soup is prune and whoever
ieceives it is supposed to have
good luck for the coming year
Every Christmas my family
drives to Michigan to my
irandparents house says soph
omore Beth Auger All of my
aunts uncles and cousins come
together on hristmas morning at
Many students go
over their relativcs.
homes to have dinner
and open presents
Students seem to enjoy
spending holidays with
the
fain ily
no mal
ter how
exten
ed Ii
really is
great
time for
everyone to get
together
Sarah
Borgstrom also
visits her grand
mother for
Christmas
Every year my
cousins and
decorate my
grandmothers Christmas tree Im
going home on the 17th for the
day to decorate with themm
Some students celebrate with
only lew close ammly membcrs
while others congregate for
yearly reunion vemy year my
family on my dad side gets
together at my grandniothei
house and exchanges gitts
between the 30 of us while we all
watch Christmas Stoiy says
sophomore Amanda Pipe
Another holiday tradition
includes attending church ervic
es on Christmas and others cele
brate other holidays including
Hanukkah Kwaniaa and Winter
Solstice
Sopliomimore David Cmaig and
his family stay home to celebrate
Hannukah My family and
gather around the rncnorah and
we sing Hanukkah songs
Sophomoie Jess Moffet says
We always go to Midnight Mass
on Christmas Eve with my whole
family that way we dont have to
go to church early the next niorn
ing Ha ha
iiothe tradition Arcadia
students love is decorating on
many halls thcre are lights and
snowflakes and wrapping paper
Sonic even have holiday phrases
written on the doors Students get
real creative when it conies to the
holidays making all oftheir dec
orations sparkle Its almost like
competition between floors as to
who has the most decorated hall
Third West Dilworth is partieu
larly lavish sith garland and
lights strewn from the ceiling
Time holidays represent spe
cml time They give you good
feeling when you hear music and
bake cookies and are with your
loved ones Getting to see your
old friends from home and shar
ing hot chocolate by the freplacc
is sweet way to enjoy your
vacation There is also playing in
the snow and sledding which is
fun no matter what age you are
But the best pait of the holm
days Its got to he not having to
wear flip flops in the shower
The Campus Strip
ad1aUniversitySTUDENTLJFETheTower5
Grandmotherstrees and presents
in AU students holiday traditions
10 am After pictures in
front of the Grandfather
clock we all go into the
living room where the
room is filled with gifts
for everyone Seriously
you can barely see the
carpet1
Quick Question
What do AU students like
best about the holidays
ChRIS FOPHER
BARONE
What do like about the
holidays Presents are
good
Every year my
cousins and dee-
orate my grand-
mothers Christmas
tree Im going
home on the 17th
for the day to dee-
orate with theme
-Sarah Borgstrom
Greg Johnson/rhe Tower
Third West Dilworth glitters and
sparkles for the holidays
LALLIE KEYSER
You get lot of hugs
during the holidays
love hugs And like
giving presents
PAUL KIRBY
dont like anything
the best hate the holi
days
JEN KRASNPOLSKI
love eating mounds
of food
LAURA SHREDER
like candy canes and
fires
Laura Poaski/The Tower
Winter has arrived at Arcadia as the first snowfall of the
season puts everyone in the holiday spirit
A.L CHASSEY
Just giving and spend
ing time with family
Thats the most important
part to me
%fQ1q LOYE
8P.SEAKFAST
cartoon by Greg Johnson
iLL AVETWOl
oYg g14f
1-RA
would like to send heart
felt thank you to everyone
who supports reads laughs
with laughs at hates cuts out
or otherwise makes note of
my comic strip Your feedback
is truly appreciated ook for
more Campus Strip episodes
next semester
Greg Johrnon
If you have an idea for an
episode of The Campus Strip
please emaiI it to
subject Campus Strip
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luring last summer
Philadelphia was pnvileged to be
the lone city to host the live
benefit concert Since then the
October 2005 issue ol National
icogrdphic xplores named
Philadelphia Next Great City
Now dining the festive season
Philadelphia and its suburbs aie
ready to show the rest of the
country some more reasons for its
honor Stuffing the turkey may he
over until neat Thanksgiving but
the heartwarming festivities have
only just begun There is some
thing special fur everyme
Still believing in the jolly old
guy in red suit and white puffy
beard Then kick off the Yuletide
festivities with the opportunity to
sit on his lap through lec 19 at
Strawhridges 8th Market Sts
The Gallery 9th Market Sts
and Rittenhouse Square 18th
Walnut Sts Santa visits all stores
on the weekends from noon until
p.m
Phillys founding father
Benjamin Franklin extends an
invitation to share some of this
countrys inventions while enjoy
ing breakfast at the Independence
Visitor Center at am on
Saturdays through Dec 17 at
Independence Visitor Center for
$12 to $19 Have photos taken
with Ben Each child will receive
gift hag of souvenir items to
commemorate the special event
For more information call 215-
965-7676
Yuletide cheer will fill the
Kimmel Center for the
Performing Arts by Phillys own
Grammy Award-winning Peter
Nero the Philly Pops The one-
of-a-kind ensemble in their annu
al holiday concert will entertain
along with special guest Ann
Hampton Calloway through Iec
18 for $26 to 5100
lancing water flashing
images and organ music are just a..
few magical moments to unwrap
at the ord Taylor hristmas
fight display at the Grand Court
13th Market Sts through Jan
Since 953 the holiday lights
tradition dazzles the downtown
Philly area
Just few blocks from
Arcadia University enjoy classic
holiday music and ballet at the
18th season production of The
Nutcracker at the historic
ilenside Keswick Theater Dec
16 through 18 special toy col
lection to benefit the U.S Marine
Corp loys for Tots will he taken
at each performance
Venture further into Bucks
County to the Peddlers Village
Gingerbread House Competition
Display running from 10 a.m
to p.m through Jan Everyone
is welcome to make their own
Gingerbread house and compete
for $4800 for cash prizes Entries
will be displayed throughout the
holiday season in the Village
Gazebo
Christian theatre will pres
ent their Miracle of Christmas in
Lancaster County with actors
live and animatronic animals and
giant sets If liquid fireworks is
your desire then dont miss the
spectacular 45 minutes light
show with fountains and music at
Making Memories The
Christmas Water Show Both
shows will be at the Sight
Sound Living Waters Theatre Rt
896 between Rt 30 and
Strasburg
Another suburban delight is
Santa Claus Trains Hop along
and ride the rails with Santa
Mrs Claus for truly unique hol
iday experience with the whole
family Trains depart the New
Hope Station at 930 11 12302
and 330 Ticket prices $22
adults $14 children 2-Il $5
under through Dec 23
Disneys magic can be expe
rienced once again at the
Wachovia Center from Dec 26
through Jan The original pres
entation of the superhero family
show Pixars The Incredibles in
Magic Kingdom Adventure will
feature figure skaters dressed as
Disney cartoon characters for $12
to $75
Besides the traditional daz
zling fireworks display along the
law are
River its
Auld Lang
Sync from
various
events
throughout
Philly and
its sub
urbs For
the young
who just cant make it to mid
night to celebrate the New Year
The Please Touch Museum 210
21st St will host special
events including visit by the
infamous Mummers Call 215-
963-0667 for details
Enjoy the fireworks on ice
synchronized to spectacular
music at the Blue Cross River
Rink Festival Pier at Columbus
Boulevard and Spring Garden
Street 11 p.m to arn on New
Years Eve The non-alcoholic
party in the city featuring food
and great music is for the entue
fanuly
Families can take the oppor
tunity to ring in the New Year
with midnight fireworks from the
deck of the Battleship on New
Years Eve with one-of-a-kind
overnight battleship encamp
rnent Lnjoy dinner and breakfast
ships tour and mimic the crew
in 41 simulator on the galley of
the Battleship New Jersey on the
Delaware
Happy New Year Its feath
ers Puce-painting
and fun at the
Mummers Day
Parade on New
Years Day fhe
tradition features
over 20000
Mummers in
breathtaking cos
tumes strutting on
Broad Street
Washington at
a.m to City Hall
at p.m
Philly and its
suburbs will be
abuiz with festiv
ities these holi
days in variety of great ways for
the family to enjoy
Even though Philladelphia
and the surrounding areas are
delightful throughout the year
there is always something special
about the chill and sparkle of the
Yuletide season
From the suburban villages
to the downtown waterfront
there is something magical for
everyone to enjoy
By AMY STRAUSS
Guest Writer
Arcadias own television sta
tion AUTV is ready for some
action the lights roll camera
kind of action With the conclu
sion of last spring semester many
of the active members moved on
to bigger and better things leav
ing the club at stand-still The
oblective of AVIV producing
programming for its student
viewers has remained the focus
for the lingering members of the
club who teamed up together to
produce the first show of the sea
son Brainfreee
The premiere of Bramnfreeze
aired Dec with active member
sophomore Natalie Ilairis ques
tioning various Aicadia students
about pop culture and trivia hid
den talents and other iandom
questions The show will contin
ue to air on Arcadias closed cir
cuit neork channel bi-week
ly featuring numerous students
and staff each episode
Im psychology major and
minor in theater arts Being
involved in AUTV gets me ready
for possible career in acting At
AUTV we are one big family
being free being ourselves and
enjoying life while serving
Arcadias campus with exclusive
television entertainment states
Harris regarding her involvement
in the club
AUTV cares lot about cre
ativity and originality while
maintaining traditional standards
Its important that not just com
munication students are involved
because there is so much AUTV
can offer Any student is wel
come from those who are writ
ers directors actors great organ
izers those who hold visions for
future programming and much
more This club basically can
give anyone the opportunity to
write direct edit shoot produce
and act
AVIV needs you Meetings
are held on Monday at p.m in
Murphy 108 If you are inteiested
in participating students are
more than welcome to attend the
meetings and can contact
current members at
autvnewsyahoo.com
Sandi Hewitt/The Tower
Fireworks along the Delaware River
and at the Blue Cross Rwer Rink
Festival Pier usher in the New Year
AUTV promotes new
TV series Brainfreeze
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am sick and tired of being teenager
If am considered teenager
being an adult is lame
Being an adult is dull and lifeless
Whete will my spunk go
What will laugh at
What will do
ithout my teenager energy am mflhing
But hate being stuck as teenaget for ever
hate being treated like one
hate being looked at like one
Cant be grown up and have sense of humor
Cant be grown up and face self uncertainty
Cant he grown up and he very angry and annoyed at life
Cant be grown up and have good time
Cant be grown up and be real human being
Hold up Rewind
by Abby Eibin
said hold up
rewind
when did this all begin
hold up
rewind
to happy memorie
said hold up
rewind
Gotta fix my mistakes
hold up
rewind
Make the had things go away
saidholdup
rewind
To the rainbow-filled days
Hold up
Rewind
To when the skies werent so gray
Isaid hold up
rewind
to firefly catching
and cabbage patch snatching
Hold up
Rewind
To the days when was young
said hold up
Rewind
night cry the ransom flyers down
by Brett Thompson
night cry the ransom flyers down
as every winsome firecracker kills
dying breaths on dying breathless towns
waves shore deserted pimped and pound
explore forereach this daily landfill
night cry the ransom flyers down
ghosting empty angry streets without sound
flashing lights lead up llryn.-y-mor hill
dying breaths on dying breathless towns
laughing girls heals cutting ground
calling cackling for midnights pills
night cry the ransom flyers down
cars groan and lope and hound
chasing and nudging what never will
dying breaths on dying breathless towns
and return body me to where found
limp left by the wishing-whiskey-distill
night cry the ransom flyers down
dying breaths on dying breathless towns
Sick of being teenager
by Phoebe Murer
An unfair world
by Abby Lihin
Sometimes feel like crying
cui the orld is unfair
little people starving
bombs in the air
no peace in israel
afghanastan or ireland
just lot of fighting
and whole lot of sadness
by cant everyone just get along
life not very long
the world isnt fair
will have to move again
and leave my friends behind
Now how can that be fair ask
It must be for reason that
my time is short here
must go help others see
so things are clear
There must lie no more fighting
Or dirty hateful stares
at those who are different
and those who dont care
We must learn to get along
and lise life to the fullest
We just hurt ourselves
and others around us
Live
iove
and conquer all hate
but most of all
forgive
That Someone
by Abby Eibin
want to he that someone
the one you run home to
want to he that someone
who means the world to you
who you look to for advice
the one you miss every second
want to be that someone
the one you want to be with
every second ol eveiy day
want to mean something to
you
not just another random friend
someone who is nice to you
so you are nice back
want to he that someone
who you wait up for
all night long
just to say hello
want to he that someone
who you always miss
who you love
And cherish
want to be that someone
hero in your eyes
the driving force within you
someone you adore
want to be that someone
closest in your heart
The one youll tell your darkest
secrets
and trust with all
your heart and mind
the one you love with all
your heart and soul
the one youll miss if were
gone
even if only for moment
the one who you can even
spend
time playing games
or just watching movies
and still be content
as long as were together
the one you want to sing with
and dance all night long
the one you want to hold in
your arms
want to be that someone
the one you run home to
but never will be
not to you
not to anyone
Untitled
by Joseph Escher
have declaration to make love real women
Women of substance women of size
Women with bill lipships and thighs
Women of width and of depth
These are the women that steal my breath
dont like models with bones protruding
prefer my women to be buxom beauties
For all those real women out there
Do not give in to despair
For there are men out there just like me
who love girl with real body
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Blanket of peace
by Abby Eibin
hear the sound of the waves
Crashing against the shore
feel the warm sand
settling between my toes
the wind swirls around me
voices of my loved ones
permeate through the air
blanket of peace
enfolds me in its arms
it leaves warm smile upon my face
That tingly feeling all th lown to toes
And for minute escape thi world
into world of happiness
without wornes and pressure
with no one to hurt me
and never want to leave
Hidden in the folds of the blanket
never to leave its comfort
Wami all over
Forever
Then something wakes me
Shakes me out of this peaceful world
wake up screaming
shivering
trembling like recently strummed struig
sweating as if had high fever
shoved back into this world
of torment and torture
the blanket is torn in two
the peaceful feelings leave me
Try to mend it
but it cant be fixed
let me back under it
let me feel its peace once more
just one more time
never to leave its clutches
hold it tight between my shaking hands
never to leave its presense
Forever
Quick Once Over
bt 1lcr Doherty
rattk O\tr t\s
plank bridge
just jays flickers
titmice and cardinals
on thc wa
down to where
the rain
tulle trail
tracing the creek
peters out
in asb
of loose pea
gravel md pokeweed
this
swainp\
floodplain
srub sumac
hooped with wild
grape burnt ml
ulwai shantys
fire buckled floorboards
preitkd axle
of the rusted handcart
watcm tank
scavenged for scrap
battered milkweed fluff
drifts through
broken window
on the only
standing wall
Nm ember 2005
Thanks to
everyone who
submitted to
Mosaic
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Mark Anthony Rapp Roger Adam
Pascal Mimi Rosario Dawson Angel
Wilson Jermaine Heredia Collins Jesse
Martin Maureen Idina Menzel
Benny Taye Diggs Joanne Tracie
Thorns and all of the beloved charact
come alive again opening up the only
they know how with song Musical
bers include blockbusters such as the
duet Rent the tender Would You Light My
Candle the salsastyle Tango Maureen the
heartfelt Ill Cover You the soulful No
Day But Today and the everpopular
nio ieopenr Sasons of Love
From beginning to end Rent cap
tures your heart and the audience
rejoices as tans of the Broadway ver
sion sing along to their favorite num
bers Set in 989 in New York Citys
grungy east village group of artsy
bohernians living in squalor face the
hardships of disease addiction and
the changing times Together this
group grows as one big family learm
ing from one another and realizing
that life love and friendship can help
them face their ultimate fears and
achieve their greatest joys
The movie revolves around rom
Mark and Roger freelance
and songwrtier respec Tom Collins with his new boyfriend to live with what youve got The movie
who are being evicted from Angel drag queen who has literally deals with death AIDs withdrawl home
artment unless they can afford drummed up enough money for dinner lessness sexuality and trying to make
In comes ex-rommate party Mark leaves to help set-up for name for yourself
protest rallying Although one of only two non-origi
against the evic- nal cast members of the show Rosario
tion of the apart- Dawson shines in this film version of the
merit tenants Broadway rock musical Capturing the
which is being drug-addicted aids-infected dancer Mimi
given by his in every way Dawson gives an emotional
cx girl friend performace that will leave you wanting
Maureen who has more Jesse Martin of TVs Law and
just recently Order fame blows you away as Torn
dumped him for Collins with his amazing vocal talents and
woman Joanne his ability to become his character so well
Mark and Joanne Wilson Jermaine Heredia straps on his
dont exactly hit it hooker heels once more to dance circles
off Meanwhile around the cast as the beloved aids infect-
Roger is interrupt- ed cross-dressing Angel
ed by Mimi Even newcomer Tracie Thorns fills
dancer who lives out the suit and heels perfectly as
downstairs They Maureens lawyer-lover Joanne Jefferson
begin to kindle and her amazing vocal range will stun even
romance and he the most unsure of critics
tries furiously to With this version of Rent there are no
break her of the real setbacks from bringing the stage to the
drug addiction that big screen They may have cut out few
is killing her Maureens protest songs such as Halloween Contact and
goes off without hitch until it is Goodbye Love but they are not missed
upted by Benny the apart Many of the songs that didnt make it into
ci and Mimi one- the film have been translated into dialogue
The group so the message is still there
at the Life Cafe With the movie adaptation they are
aye and learning able to show you where the characters are
when they sing or dance around in each
scene as compared to the Broadway ver
sion which has single non-descript set
ting In that aspect the movie version does
differ from the stage version in positive
way When you are watching you feel con
nected to the actors as if they were your
own group of friends
nt is an amazing play and an amaz
ing rnovi as well It open your rind id
CXili you tart teach mit nt themc
is no thy hut today II mu forget to see
this minutcs of film which personal
ly believe could go on bit longer but that
is just me then you will feel leeret rhis
movie is an experience to be in it is def
inite must see
By JESSICA BROWN
Stqff Writer
For many this was long time coming
Jonathon arsons beloved Pulitzer Prize
arid Tony Award winning musical play
Rent has come to life on the big screen
This is play that debuted 10 years ago
and still graces the stage to this day On
November 23 Rent directed by hris
olumbus came to movie theaters nation
wide featuring the return of the original
Broadway cast in almost its entirety
31 ITI1 I1WCt
Above original Broadway cast member Adam Pascal Roger and veteran
film star Rosario Dawson Mimi learn they are both living with aids as
they sing the emotional Should Tell You
L_
wwwrentcom/The Tower
Above Wilson jermaine
Heredia sings and
dances to Today
At Right Idina Menzel
Tracie Thorns Anthony
Rapp and Jesse
Martin
Below Anthony Rapp
leads the cast in the
musical number La Vie
Boherne
Below right Taye Diggs
sings Wll see boys
Diggs and Menzel are
happily married after
meeting in the original
cast years ago
Tuesday December 13 2005
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Calexico and Iron Wine helm the Reins
By NEIL HUNKINS
Staff Writer
Throughout most of music
history when two respected
bands collaborate to become
supergroup the results are
often horrible and sometimes dis
astrous At the very least the
combined effort although good
still faIls short of each bands
independent works as heard
recently with Velvet Revolver
Guns Roses meets Stone
Temple Pilots and Audioslave
Rage Against the Machine meets
Soundgarden But when
Calexico and Iron Wines
shaggy-bearded frontman Sam
Beam took to the studio together
to record In the Reins the result
was nothing less than spectacular
Recorded in December 2004
after several years of both bands
discussing the project In the
Reins captures the best of each
bands talent and acclaim While
Sam Beam wrote all seven tracks
the signature southwestern sound
of Calexico coupled with Sams
sleepy-time vocals and warm
lazy guitar strums make for an
indispensable mix
On History of Lovers
Calexico takes the lead fusing
twangy country guitars with
some straightforward California
pop to close with jazz horns all
while Sam recounts an attempt to
rescue away woman he loved
he surveys his present life
met my wife at party when
drank too much My son is
married and tells me we dont
talk enough/Call it pre
dictable yesterday my dream
was of you With the help of
vocalist Natalie Wyants
Sams quiet lullaby becomes
the musical equivalent of the
smile that must be gracing
the face of the songs protag
onist
Yet collaboration is
nothing until the two bands
fully come together On In
the Reins that merger is
found in Red DusL
Calexico open the song with
single guitar reminiscent of
back porch bluegrass that
builds to full-out jam
session as Calexieos lead
singer Joey Bums and Sam croon
on and on before leaving us with
that same guitar picking they
began with
Then there is the melodic
symphony of He Lays in the
Reins the title and opening
songs subtle
waltz leaves
fans of either
or both
bands in awe
of what they
only
med
could be
possible
The beauti
fully sung
and surpris
ingly unex
pected
guest vocals of Spanish flamenco
singer Salvador Duran push this
song to unparalleled excellencc
But it ts with Dead Man
Will that the importance of this
collaboration shines through
This song is not new for the col
laboration as it appeared on an
early Iron Wine EP and has
been played live on c.
But with some marimb
ambient background
Joey Burns and Co
ing Sam Dead
turns into true heart
emotion as Sam calls
beyond the grave to deliver
mementos to his family of
memories and love he has
them Give this stone to my
brother/Because we found it
playing in the barnyard Many
years ago
And as the final notes and
hums of Dead Mans Will res
onate in each listeners ears the
beauty of this amazing collabora
tion is evident as is the hope and
anticipation of future offerings
from Calexico Wine
Book Review
Bushnell hits bottom with Trading Up
Sex and the City authors second novel just doesnt live up to thefirst
By CHRISTINE SHORT
Stqff Writer
Popular New York City
author Candace Bushnell falls
short in her second novel Trading
Up Somehow it just does not live
up to its predecessor Four
Blondes the novel the famous
HBO series Sex and the City was
based on Now dont get me
wrong the novel is not horrible
however was expecting more
The novel is divided into
three parts and tells the tale of
supermodel Janey Wilcox
Having spent her teenage years in
France struggling to become
model her life was less than
glamorous She did practically
anything she could to further her
career and make little money
Eventually she achieves
fame when she snags contract
with top lingerie company
Victorias Secret Always want
ing more Janey will stop at noth
ing to achieve ultimate success
She marries millionaire Selden
Rose suc
cessful pro
ducer at
well- known
called Splatch
Vemer
However
she is obvi
ously not in
love with him
and marries
only for the
money Again
she sees the
ways Selden
can help her
reach celebri
ty status and
maybe
achieve her
dream of
becoming producer
Along the way she develops
Mimi ly However Janey is always
from competing with the world around
and strug
to keep up
she
more
she
her exotic
beauty to get
her farther in
life and con
stantly schemes
her way to get
ahead Soon
her life begins
to spin out of
control
The press
discovers an
affair Janey had
______ ________
with big- time
movie producer
www.januar azinecom/The Tower
Dibble Blown
wealth They attend parties in the to epic proportions the event
Hamptons and live life luxorious- threatens to ruin her life
her own
uses her
wants
All in all thought the novel
lacked excitement After while
the events of Janeys life were
little tried and seemed to ramble
on While the novel packs an
occasional laugh it failed to keep
me truly interested Also
thought Bushnells character
development was little weak
The reader sees no real change in
Janey throughout the novel
In the end the novel failed to
thrill me and consider the book
to be mediocre
arrangement
and softly
brushed
drums the
introduced on Reins is proof that track Surrounded by guitar
Sam truly gave his all in writing flourishes piercing piano
for this col
laboration
rather than
.a collaboration
handing
over some is nothing untilrushed
words in the the two bands
hopes that
Calexico
fully come
would pick
up the slack together On In
In the song
Sams pro- the Reins that
tagonist
thinks
back to merger is found in
his first Red Dust
true
love as
after killing the man who com
pleted their love triangle
Sam has his time in the lime
light with Sixteen Maybe
Less song that could easily
have landed on any given Iron
Wine album That it was instead
friendship with her idol
Kilroy woman born
Ii
nd
is
to
only
tters into
again
what she
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Jarhead not your typical war flick
By AMY STRAUSS
Journalism Student
War can be hell but in Jarhead wait
ing for war can be as distressing as war
itself Jarhead deep yet lack-of-war
Gulf War film details young Marines
experience throughout the 1991 Persian
Gulf War while capturing the essence of
him and his platoons desire to be part of
such horrors This war film does not enter
the theater with particular agenda such
as relating to our countrys current stand
ing but instead it makes statement Its
about the wars participating members and
their feelings about being considered nec
essary as well as being respected
Directed by Sam Mendes American
Beauty Jarhead centers around one par
ticular soldier Swoff played by Jake
Gyllenhaal who ended up in the Marines
because He lost his way on the way to
college Capturing what truly occurs
when you tank up dozen mens testos
terone and then throw them in the middle
of desert where there is nothing to do but
sweat this adaptation of Anthony
Swoffords memoirs published in 2003 is
intellectually admirable Questioning the
anxiety that the soldiers feel far away from
home this film understands that war is not
just about shooting gun and more about
what may or just might be waiting for them
back home
in the process
of the film Swoff
teams up with Troy
played by Peter
Sarsgaard to devel
op two-member
sniper team which
views the soldiers admit their fears but
make sure it is not too
sentimental by humor
ing the reporter to watch
them play game of
football in 112 degree
weather while wearing
their tear gas suits
In the course of it
all the men ire trained
to be kilkis and dLf end
ers to int of natural
instinct hus thL ælm
title jaihead nuanint
head that is empty
tails into place While
the men of the film
especially Swolt
encounter an extensive
period of inactivity all they really want is
to fight and to do what they were trained
to do to kill Mendec does superb job at
depicting the impatience the men feel and
the frustration of leaving war without fir-
ing single shot
Although many
critics lismissed the
film it was refreshing
to see new point of
view through the course
of war kooking past
certain formulas used
throughout war films
Mendes found beauty
wheie no one hc
looked before in thL
soul ot solider As
Gyllenhaal intones
toward the conclusion
of the film cr au
is different war
is the same Jarhead
expresses that no matter
what actions you perform or what war you
participate in the occurrence will always
remain with you
rhe movie Walk the Line
tells the story of the famous coun
try singer Johnny Cash played
by Joaquin Phoenix who recent
ly died in 2003 The story begins
with Cashs childhood in 1944
rural Alabama it is there that
Cash develops his love for music
most notably while listning to
folk songs on the radio and
singing church hymns But his
love for music was not enough to
make his father think highly of
him which haunts him through
out his entire adult life
The views that Cashs father
has of him appears to take turn
for the worst when his older
brother tragically dies in an acci
dent at work
From this point the movie
fast forwards to Cash as young
man in the military It is here that
he composes the first of his coun
try songs As he returns home he
gets married to Vivian Liberto
played by Ginnifer Goodwin
and works numerous jobs to sup
port his family while trying to
become musician Finally in
1954 he is able to make his first
break as musician due to his
Although Cash became very
successful in his music Vivian is
not accepting of his success As
time con
tinues
ash seeks
app inc
through
women he
meets on
tour and
through
his use of
narcotics
This coon
leads to
ashs bit
ter divo
enjoyed
the film
because
did not
know who
ii
Cash was
until saw the movie Also was
not familiar with country music
so thought it could be boring
Because of my amazement
with this film recommend this
movie to all kinds of people Walk
the Line has something everyone
can relate to whether they know
of Johnny Cash or not
will later be sta
tioned in Kuwait
and lead their hopes
of allowing them to
do something that
will make every
thing worth while
Their training con-
www.rottentomatoes.com/The Tower
tinues under their
Soldiers humor reporters by playing game of foot-
staff sergeant played
ball in 12 degree weather while wearing tear gas
suits
by much admired
Jaime Foxx and in the latter of it all the
press shows up Through line of inter-
This war film
does not enter
the theater with
particular
www.rottentomatoes.com/The Tower
jake Gyllenhaal stars in Jardhead as Swoff soldier that ends up in the
Marines because he lost his way in college
By RENN ETH GREY persistence to let his talent he
Staff Writer known
the undeilones of sadness in ash
and Junes lives before their con
version to Christianity Although
their conversion was not shown
directly in the film it was incoi
porated
tO\AJrd
the end
when Cash
and his
band sang
in federal
prisons
was
surprised
that
recorni
IlIOViC to all ld
people because this
movie has something
everyone can elate to
--V whether they know
of Johnny rash oi not
rce
Before his divorce Cash
takes interest in fellow singer
named June Carter played by
Reese Whitherspoon She begins
touring with ash and his hand
The relationship between June
and Cash grows which results in
Cash proposing to June on tour
while singing on stage
surprisingly enjoyed this
movie because was touched by Courtesy of wwwtwitchfflm.net/The Tower
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The week-long celebration of
Kwaniaa began in 1966 by professor out
of California who wished to honor the
ancestors of the African diasporas who
were forced or persuaded to leave their
ethnic homelands roday the culturally-
based holiday is celebrated in Africa and
around the world to honor African her
itage
doing for my community she said Mason
celebrates with her mother lighting can
dles reciting the Nguiu Saba he Seven
Principles and making dinner
Yule also known as the Festival of
ights or Winter Solstice is held on the
shortest day of the year and gives praise
for the coming of light or upcoming
longer days The celebration of Yule pre
dates Christianity and is held in the south
ern hemisphere on June 21
celebrate by prayci somLtimes with
friends but typically usc this day foi
myself to express my personal spiritual
devotion Mason explained Around this
time just tend to feel more centered most
things just cant really bother me because
theres sense that theres something big
ger out there than any of us
ihere are also different ways
Christmas is celebrated around campus
and for many it still holds strong reli
gious basis Fven though senior Sherry
ink began celebrating Christmas to fol
low in her fhmilys footsteps as she grew
older she came to know Christ on her own
Some Christians use fins holiday as
time to prepare their hearts for the second
coming of hrist Link said on the
other hand try to remember the ord
everyday not just one time of the year
he celebration of Christmas has
transformed since its conception just like
the other holidays For instance at senior
Jan Roths church in Allentown Penn
everyone in the congregation places sen
timental Christmas ornament on the
church tree and presents it to the congrega
tion
Arcadia University prides itself on
being diverse unique campus and the
variety of holidays celebrated by its mem
beis is reflection of these beliefs It just
goes to show that tidings of comfort and
joy come in many different colors not
just red and green
Just keep swimming
just keep swimming
1d nd and Wild wi/h 1rcuIia
Continued /rorn page
Mason can see how Kaniaa has
effected who she is today spurnng her to
question if she is domg things that posi
tively effect those that she cares about
Kwaniaa iS lust one time during the year
that forces mc to think about what am
